CRIME REPORT - COVid Criminals - https://qr.cr/m/cc101/
Date: 20.07.21
Reported By:
Name: Bruce Lamb

Address: 16 Warbreck Grove, Sale Moor, Cheshire
Post Code: M33 2ST
Contact email: we-the-people-uk@protonmail.com
Contact Number: 07976 302068
https://qr.cr/qr/V2T1/
This Crime Report will be linked to the audit trail of crime report requests passed to
Greater Manchester Police & NPCC Freedom of Information office for the attention of
Martin Hewitt: npcc.foi.request@cru.pnn.police.uk. Please make sure all Chief Constables
are aware. GMP Intelligence gathering file: INT/06A1/0004545/21 to be updated.

Please Provide a Crime Report Number.
Preamble: A full statement and further evidence will be provided on request.
This course of action has been necessary as UK Police Forces have NOT been recording the
Genocide or Democide activities of UK Government and those NHS staff that have been
allowed to continue to practice under the counterfeit document known as The CoronaVirus
Act 2020. The main objective was to administer Bio Weapons promoted as vaccines on the
UK population, this has NOT been halted. This needs to happen immediately.
The CoronaVirus Act 2020 in the fullness of time will help identify all “COVid Criminals” that
have been bought, compromised, manipulated or profited enabling further deaths to be
achieved and ultimately financial gain accomplished by HM Treasury. This is planned
premeditated Murder or Democide. HM Treasury and HMRC deem it balancing the books
and forms part of those who manage the UK Governments Silent Weapons Quiet Wars
blueprint.
In brief the Bio Weapon if not physically rejected within days and causing an acute condition
by the man, woman or child within a short timescale identified as an Adverse Reaction is
then ready to be triggered by 5G Electro Magnetic Waves as the antennae output power
emission levels are increased.
This was detailed in video format within We The People, Project Elephant case study 5.
The 5G Electro Magnetic Waves will cause Hypoxia or Hypoxemia and the victim will die by
design of those involved in the wider construct aimed at the depopulation agenda known as
Agenda 21/ 2030 or The Great Reset. This in plain language is premeditated murder.
Evidence is linked to the COVid Criminals App and has already been presented to Chief
Constables across England and Wales during 2020: https://www.we-the-people.co.uk/
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This activity delivered through Government and Corporations financially backed and
initiated through Banks linked with The Rothschild Cartel has been an act of warfare known
as asymmetrical and the methods and process are further explained within:
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/the-invite-process-my-journey-serving-of-documents
Please provide a crime report number by return email. Thanks.
Intelligence gathering number: INT/06A1/0004545/21

Intelligence gathering number INT/06A1/0004545/21 was agreed to hold all relevant data
and a qualified Police Constable under Oath or team would be reviewing that data and
raising a crime number.
This was video recorded at Northampton Road and related recordings can be found at:
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/whistleblowers-day-24-04-21-covid-criminals-applaunch
The date the file was opened 24th April 2021.
After linked subject matter email exchanges and raising related evidence queries through
GMCA specifically the Information Government Officer William Monaghan, an attempt was
made by the GMP Economic Crime Unit to close down the investigation or prevent a crime
number being raised.
It would appear the prompt may have come from a GMCA or Trafford Council staff member.
We had levied a series of questions that clearly identify the hoax pandemic, fraud and
genocide and it would appear those in Central and Local Government would be exposed.
The evidence would clearly identify Andy Burnham – GMCA leader, The GMP - Economic
Crime Unit and Mike Kane MP, Sale East & Wythenshawe as benefitting from this
investigation not going ahead.
This is a crime report within a crime report and I am the victim, The people of Greater
Manchester are the Victims. The UK population are the victims. A Crime Number is Required
As GMP are failing to do their job as it will identify that within their own ranks they are guilty
of covering up Treason, Genocide, Democide, Fraud, Murder and the eventual theft of
property through the white collar criminal networks linked by association, acting in their
masonic and common purpose capacity, with Oaths to Secret Societies and the financial
Cartels run by Rothschilds and The City, Bank of England network.
We The People case study 4 confirms by process and third party writings we have corruption
at every level of public life in breach of the Nolan principles.
The investigation andcrime report number should be delayed no further. Please provide that
crime number.
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Point of reference from the email exchanges. Ian Monaghan GMCA, GMP, ECU involved.
This crime report will be placed along with the Chief Constables email and
5Gmediawatch.com post that acts as the donor post.
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/an-illusion-so-great-so-vast-it-escapes-perception
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